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ABSTRACT
Recently various theories of identity have been developed in line with the coining and conceptual development of

diversity democracy for the utilization in the area the achievements of the recognition and protection delivery for the

existing diversity and diverse identity equally to that of the holders of such diverse identity of any as a guiding

principle and philosophical thought. Besides, those theories have been come to being as the major protocol of the

stated politico economic ideology of diversity democracy. With diversity democracy taking hold issue at international

level theorizing the same thematic area to be used as the guiding philosophical principle to lay down the background

to include the issue of diversity and diversity equally with other already existed criteria of international relation

building determinants among statehood. In such case possibly philosophizing the area of domestically taking into

consideration of the way diversity and diverse identity handled and protectoral delivery taking hold to level at

international at least in the affair of international relation as well diplomatic mission holding. The agents must

retreat from violation of the right of diversity and diverse identity holding communally as well for the members of the

respective community and beyond. For this purpose, one additional theory of diverse identity as if developed and

included with in this study with strong philosophized justification.
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INTRODUCTION
Diversity democracy has been the politico economic ideology
that guiding the big ideal of the universalization of human right
couple with the recognition and protection of diversity and
diverse identity as any reality exist among diversity and diverse
having communities taking into consideration. This politico
economic ideology become recently coined and developed to
realize the area of respect and protection delivery as human right
consideration for diversity and diverse identity constituting
communities exist elsewhere across the globe. Equally
consideration as indigenously exist diversity and diverse identity
of social as well as economic practices that become indigenously
exist and make contribution for building identity of any
community as communal as well as individual members to guide
the way livelihood leading taking into account as well as other
newly adopted as well invented and delivered by strong holder of
the member of any community having diverse intent as if also

consideration giving obliged. The issue of personal invention
and innovation taking into consideration as well as the right of
the inventors and their collaborators must be issued according to
the ideal of diversity democracy. Likewise, in the area of
international relation such issue as if also must be consideration
given communities 

During the era of globalization issue of intercommunication and
interconnection at international level as if mandatory and taking
hold such international relation has been also simple and easiest.
In such case easy international relation building among states as
if mandatorily requires timely determinants that inclusively
modernity taking holding not only actors but also big nominally
communalized builder determinants among statehood having
certain communal values at internationally recognized taking
holded first. As the case of ideological values contributing
intense in building common shared values to take hold of
utilization to deal up on around not only restraining the interest
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of the determining agents but also statehood formed governing
body take hold shared and communalized values alongside with
theories and perspectives of various kinds that the country take
hold to determine domestic affairs policies as well as
formulation or inaction of laws as if the big mandate having as if
among such, the politico economic ideology. In such case largely
political philosophizing as if obliged to came up with together
building among states as if sovereignty building as if also among
the majorly contribute taking and having for the global citizens
as if coming up with new area of consideration such as
economic or politico economic and beyond as if at least sharing
good thing and goodness with other diversity and diverse
identity having in similar area or the same area. But diversity to
mean that not totally isolation of means of communication as
well as interrelationship hindering. But issue of such must to
come up with sharing certain values at international level and
big mandate taking to contribute for having shared values
among largely diversity and diverse identity having communities
to more interconnect and intercommunicate more in easiest
way. That is to mean to build interrelationship and to make easy
intercommunication as if must handily easy way shared social,
economic as well as political ideal shared values as all
considerable taking hold as the statehood level not only easily
interconnection but also unitarily making self-based and other
based alliance formation for more cooperation building taking
hold interconnection. The builder must take hold the
determinants of the interrelation determinants with shared
communalized values that at least recognition gaining at least
among to be interrelated statehood formed agents and
representatives of the respective states (Ibid) 

For the same consideration recently new area of politico
economic ideology developed for the consideration of diversity
and diverse identity equally with the universalization of human
right giving priority to that of any developmental elements. The
diverse and diverse identity based recognition giving and right
preservation ideal taking hold as if called diversity democracy.
Diversity democracy as the major ideal taking holded various
different and various theories in the area of identity with taking
hold relativity as well as positivity while relativism and
positivism become the major ideal and philosophical thoughts
that taking into consideration in the same politico economic
ideology of diversity democracy. Hopefully, the developed
politico economic ideology as well as related theories of identity
various kinds totally targets to heal the formerly hampered area
of diversity and diverse identity as well as positivity and
positively building right preservation for all without any
partiality either with diversity of any taking hold including
geographical settlement area.

As has been stated above the recently developed ideology
become taking into embrace as a major determinant of future
global events as a major globalized values in the area of not only
economic and political taking into consideration but also areas
of diversity and diverse identity with any natural and human as
well as beyond right of any mandatorily taking into
consideration given. In other words, it states that any diversity
and diverse identity should be recognition given equally with
brotherhood communication and interconnection as well
interaction building in a positive way with positive attitude to

each other and beyond with at the top of the governing elites as
well taking into consideration in global way as if compulsory. As
to such, the diverse having identity of any as well as the
governing elites as if must consideration as the representative of
not only to the state but to all diverse having community of any
including taking into consideration to all of the members of
diverse having communities. With this regard, this paper
coming up with the area that must be taking into consideration
while sovereign states are participating in international affair. In
other sense constructively taking holding the issue of diversity
and diverse identity taking into consideration of the human
right preservation and protection for the upholder diversity and
diverse identity having community of any elsewhere exist as if
must taking into consideration as the big values of diversity
democracy to determine the way international relation building
to be handled and handlement of ways and lane paving
mechanism to realize the positively taking hold international
relation agreement even to corporate those engaged sovereign
states to work collaterally with each other towards the fully
realization of the recognition, protection, positivity building as
well as right protection of those diverse having communities of
any whether at domestic level as well as beyond among
themselves and even beyond of the one that each having friendly
with among each. The major area as if taking holding
international relation building based internationally taking hold
law targets to handle the diversity and diverse identity exist
elsewhere as if major issues of managing the collateral among as
if obliged as if to deed well concurrently on the area of the same
philosophical thought among other countries to fully handle the
issue of diversity and diverse identity as the case directly related
to humanity and human right of living lively leading in
harmonized way as if obliged 

For the sake of simplicity this paper come up with the following
study objectives I) to develop the theory of diverse identity to
utilize in diversity democracy at international level ii) to analyze
the area of diverse identity to be incorporated into international
relation building among sovereign states iii) to give justification
to the developed theory of diverse identity in constructive way 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The Major Area of the Diverse Identity Theory

Theories of identity are developed recently under various topics.
But, issue of international relation requires mandatory to
determine the way sovereign countries taking hold the issue of
diverse identity in line with the universalization of human right.
In such case, this theory of diverse identity taking into
consideration as the major principle while international relation
taking hold by various agents of the statehood interrelationship
builders to restrain the interest, wish and will of the builders as
well as the common agenda of the statehoods belongs to that of
the agents taking into hold at the global level based on the ideal
of diversity democracy become among the major global and
globalized values that become mechanism and means to restrain
the mentioned well done international relation to make smooth
the relationship to be built as well as the formerly exist taking
hold to make a modification as well as modification based on
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the ideal of the diverse identity theory of theorizing diversity
democracy as the major global based politicoeconomic taking
hold as the major values that must be shared among the
countries taking hold participation together with their agents.
The mechanism to make value at the global level as if diversity
democracy based global value taking into consideration as such
case directly lead to the hampering taking hold at international
level as the major voice for the voiceless based on the ideal to be
critically seen. The case of critically taking hold the major issues
of diversity and diverse identity equally with the preservation as
well as universalization of globally taking hold universalized
human right protection to uphold all diversity and diverse
identity as the global heritage taking hold requiring protection,
respect building recognition as well as positivity and positively
based internationally international based incorporation with the
issue of international relation building taking place at least
among countries of diverse identity constituting as if
internationalization of diverse identity incorporation into not
only with domestic politics but also at international level while
international relation building taking place and beyond.
Membership having with international and regional as well as
gaining international sovereignty in equal and official way to
that of even the sovereign diversity hampering and handling as if
must be taken into consideration by at least major power as well
as anarchic based international organizations and other similar
entities as a major stakeholders 

As in some countries human right violation is rampant and even
taking consideration economic right priority giving to the
preservation of human right rightly or wrongly as if issue of
critical theories in international relation equally consideration
the right of marginalized society based on historical analysis of
both the international relation contributors and regime holders
of the sovereign state as if new state coming to being coming
with such ideal of equality for all diverse having within the state
based on identity of any as if professionality, common nation or
ethnicity or linguistic and beyond consideration
indiscrimination taking holding as if obliged. In such case while
issue mandatory taking into place nation based equality as well
interconnection with other countries as if must be issued.

Developmental stage of interrelation and intercommunication
building must be taking hold diversity democracy as the big
ideal of politico economic engagement taking hold as the big
umbrella of shared values that interconnecting all round
interconnection building in one as the case of umbrella making
self for others. Building mother land as if the case ideology as if
interconnection with the ideal of all as well as all to be as ours of
yours based theory stated here above. The developmental stage
to mean that all consideration of the stages of interconnection
taking hold with talking beginning from planning to document
assigning and signing by the representatives of the respective
statehood at least under the single umbrella of political ideology
based unity consideration for us for you based relationship
building as if obliged. In such case to that of diversity democracy
diversity based identity exist taking holding as the big
requirements of idealizing the issue of not only diversity and
diverse identity but also for the case of universalizing human
right consideration and reconsideration as if domestically
mentioning for such diversity and diverse identity for taking

hold right of humanity and human right preservation as if not
to violate human right to mean among the umbrella of the
requirements that as determinants factor y the statehood
representatives make a talk up on 

Stage development of the talk making might begin from
somewhere else among countries of the respective leaders or
other representative agents taking hold the same or other talk
but issue interrelation building by the name of international
relation must taking hold the way diversity and diverse identity
taking handlement at the domestic and even beyond that case of
while building interrelation with other countries that rightly or
wrongly pro or against the issue of well handlement of diversity
and diverse identity. As to such well handling bilateral as well as
three-lateral might well lead to the multilateral
intercommunication between or among several countries as
becoming membership as well as other required taking holding
international relation. Issue of managing all international
considerable handling of humanity, human right, violation of
the right of diversity and diverse identity having in elsewhere
status as if must be taking hold in international relation with
minus or several countries. In such case issue of handling
diversity and diverse identity equally or possibly or minimally
among the requires elements of the case of safeguarding human
right of the case of humanity based human right of the
unalienable and unignored right as the natural one or setting. In
such case right of the rights must be seen as the manageably
taking hold first. Right of the rights to mean that the rights are
the right truck builder and stating such right truck to be taking
hold but issue of the right trucks must be seen from the side of
the leftist ideal of lefting the side of the right as the case must be
consideration given as the big ideal of diversity based democratic
building in inclusive way as if normally diversity for diverse
having and diverse identity for the taking holders as the right of
humanity since humanity is to mean the right of the rightly
taking hold living and leading livelihood. Since then issue of the
rights must be taking hold from the side of the human beings as
the human beings considerably humanity based existing
citizenship and citizens. Since citizens and citizenshiping equally
bilaterally coming together as such also issue of equality never be
based on citizenship status or being among the member of
certain group and beyond. But issue of such must be taking into
place the right of the citizens to mean that the right of the
rightly taking holding livelihood in a normal way. Since such
issue still considerably lacking big ideal and fundamental
assumption equally with rightly of the livelihood leading groups
of diverse having communities in their own right way as if
mandate taking by others to the way others as if wring and yours
as if mine if you handle mine as if not must be taking into place
as the wrongly judging the right of others as must be seen from
the side of the evaluators of others wrongly and encouraging way
of diversity and diverse identity as if also wrong to mean that
harming at least certain community or individual level violation
of right as if while the right man violates the right of self and by
others considerable entity. In such case right is right as if the way
people move and make a journey in large or small amount
numerically to mean that at least certain group of people or
diverse having community moving on such truck to mean that at
least advantage bearing considerably taking holding exist
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according to the ideal of diversity democracy and diverse
identity theory that the latter must be taking hold with
international relation building. Moving on the right truck to
mean that right violation must be banned at international level
as if making such as the big determinant of the to be holder
international relations among or between statehood while their
representatives seat or plan for certain similar and the same talk
to build among the state of they are representing. Managing
such is very essentially for the equality, equity, brotherhood
intercommunication as if must be seen from the ground root
and groundside. The number of diverse having communities
taking holding numerically as if never be a matter of sense
taking. Majorly or minorly the community might began from
holding at least shared values of diversity and diverse identity of
any kind as not only nation, ethnic, religious group, community
else exist beyond including proficiency and professional
associations taking holding as if obliged. In such case,
intellectual community at any level of having membership of
certain kind of proficiency as community of certain kind of
having professional elite or skill or work engagement taking
holding possible. In such a way might usually possible the right
to mean the right having work engagement that at least
benefiting self and beyond. This is the right and moving on
certain right truck that must be consideration given not only at
domestic level but also at the large among of the internationally
existing taking holding among the national not alone but
internationally exist community of the same or similar
considerable entity of intellectuality or professionalism taking
holding 

It is possibly to state as together we all can hold diversity and
diverse identity as if also the interrelation, interaction as well as
intercommunication among several dozens of having diversity
and diverse identity as such working towards the full realization
of banning hampering of diversity and diverse identity alone not
but also realizing hampering free global citizens in equal way as
such even equally consideration giving as the case of
universalization human right issue with equally possibly issuing
humanity must be handymen making obliged with equally of
diverse having and diverse identity belonging to several dozens
of communities to mean that brotherhood and brotherhood
based intercommunication, interaction as well as interrelation
building possibly issued as the case equally issuing in
manageable way as brothers needing other brothers not only
from aiding or neighborhood existing with regard to settlement
area geographic consideration but also from distant away from
the matter of settlement as if also socially, politically,
intellectually international relation building must be a matter of
this ideal of diverse identity theory as the base and cornerstone
of determining and regulating international interconnection as
interconnection always requiring determining as well as
requiring elements taking hold that exist several years belongs to
at least among certain diverse having community as norm
already built or as the newly invented norm build several time
years age or recently taking hold. As such issue of manageably
taking holding diversity and diverse identity with equally
consideration with universality of human right as humanity
based on both the latter and the former consideration as if
living and living requires several diverse entities as if taking

holder or latter initially recently taking holder from somewhere
else as the norm become equally belonging to anywhere exist as
if ownership based for the whole global citizens belongs to the
whole without partiality and discrimination taking hold 

CONCLUSION
The area of critically analyzing the way international relation
building taking hold according to the ideal of diversity
democracy as the big global event that taking into consideration
as the major global values of politico economic ideology taking
as if well summarized with in this paper. The major area of the
interconnection building equally with internationalizing
diversity and diverse identity protection and recognition equally
with the universalization of the preservation of human right as if
taking into consideration with in the paper as the major ideal.
But, theorizing this as if mandatory as such issue taking holding
within the work of such creative development as if coming up
with new theory called theory of diverse identity equally
consideration given with priority giving to human and
democratic right as the former become big idea while
incorporated into the analysis with full justification.
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